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This article is about belonging and what happens when one has an ambiguous 

ethnic/social identity in the case of “third culture kids” or “global nomads” who 

have spent a significant part of their developmental years in a foreign country. I 

explore how the thought “I am different” combined with a lack of congruent 

validation of the self can elicit the emotions of shame, fear and rejection, and thereby 

explore the shadow side of cross-cultural experience/s. I also discuss the hidden 

losses that one experiences in moving countries and cultures. At the end of the article 

I uncover how Emotion Focused therapy and the therapeutic relationship can help us 

find healing and belonging. 

 

 

 “When the outer cultural shelters are in ruins, we need to explore and 

reawaken the depths of belonging in the human mind and soul that will 

lead us once again to unexpected possibilities of community and 

friendship” (O’Donohue, 1998; p. xviii). 

 

When I was first introduced to Jungian archetypal patterns, the archetype of the 

orphan struck a deep chord within me. I knew her well, she was so familiar; an 

outsider, someone who could slip in and fit in and out of the world of others, who, 

sitting on the periphery, could comment on the strengths and challenges of that world 

yet someone who felt achingly alone in that she was never fully engaged in any one 

reality because she felt she never belonged to any of them (Myss, 2001). 

 

Her challenges echo those of a global nomad2 or a third culture kid, an “individual 

who, having spent a significant part of the developmental years in a culture other than 

the parents’ culture, develops a sense of relationship to all of the cultures while not 

having full ownership in any. Elements from each culture are incorporated into the 

life experience, but the sense of belonging is in relationship to others of similar 

experience.” (Pollock, 1988; cited in Fail, Thompson & Walker, 2004). Useem (1976; 

cited in Hayden, 2006) coined the term “third culture kid” because third culture kids 

integrate aspects of their birth country culture (first culture) and their new/host culture 

(second culture) to blend and create their unique third culture.  

                                                 
2 Global nomad and third culture kid have become interchangeable terms to describe internationally 

mobile children (Langford, 1998). Schaetti (1993; cited in Langford p. 30) defined “global nomads” as 

“individuals of any age or nationality who have spent a significant part of their developmental years 

living in one or more countries outside their passport country because of their parent’s occupation. 

Global nomads are members of a worldwide community of persons who share a unique cultural 

heritage. While developing a sense of belonging to both their host culture(s) and passport culture(s), 

they do not have a sense of total ownership in any. Elements of each culture are blended, creating a 

commonality with others of similar experience”. 
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I was born in Malaysia (my first culture) and migrated to Australia (my second 

culture) and spent many years blending and defining my unique third culture. I had 

always believed in the narrative of the strength of diversity. When I discovered the 

orphan archetype it was the first time the shadow side of my experience was 

acknowledged. The learnt fluidity of being a third culture kid had allowed me to move 

gracefully within and out of cultures and worlds, but it also made me lonely because I 

never fully engaged in any one world as I never felt I belonged. 

 

This experience is supported by research including a study which compared expatriate 

British adolescents to their peers at home. The expatriate adolescents showed a higher 

level of international awareness, international mobility, flexibility and respect for 

others (Lam & Selmer, 2004). Further to this, Langford (1997; cited in Langford, 

1998) found that third culture kids or global nomads, regardless of their nationality, 

were similar in their approach to relationships, linguistic ability, flexibility, cultural 

awareness, tolerance and world view. This world view has been described as an 

expanded three-dimensional view of the world (Pollock & Van Reken, 2001). Similar 

strengths were also found in research by Fail, Thompson & Walker (2001) and were 

described as aspects of “constructive marginality”. 

 

The shadow side of the archetypal orphan experience is also supported by research 

which has found “rootlessness” to be common among adult third culture kids (Pollock 

and Van Reken, 2001). They struggle with the question of “where are you from?” and 

“where is home?”, given that “home” usually signifies an emotional place where one 

feels they truly belong (ibid). Adult third culture kids have also been found to 

experience a “restlessness” or what has been termed as a “migratory instinct” as they 

feel dissatisfied with their present as they are unrealistically attached to a past or 

expect that their next destination will finally feel like home (ibid). Further, Downie 

(1976; cited in Fail, Thompson & Walker, 2004) describes their experience of being 

socially marginal, that is “a part of and apart from” their peers, which can bring about 

questions and challenges in the development of identity and sense of belonging (Fail, 

Thompson & Walker, 2001 and Pollock & Van Reken, 2001). 
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Which drove me to my lifelong question: what makes us belong? Do we belong to a 

place, to people? What is the bone marrow of our identity, our self-concept? 

 

In considering these questions, I acknowledge that there are many layers to our 

experience of belonging. On a macro level it appears that we seek to belong to a place 

and to a culture/community and on a micro level to our family of origin and/or 

significant interpersonal relationships (e.g. our partner). Essentially, we seek to 

develop our “social identity” and our “personal identity” (Tajfel, 1981; cited in Fail, 

Thompson & Walker, 2004). If establishing one’s identity is usually the work of 

adolescence (Erikson, 1959), in this article I wish to explore the questions of how 

being a bicultural/transcultural3 and/or third culture kid can lead to an ambiguous 

social or ethnic identity, and how this impacts the development of one’s personal 

identity? Or in Emotion Focused Therapy terms, how does their experience of a lack 

of definition in identity in their relational world impact on their self experience or 

interior view of themselves.  

 

Georg Simmel (2000) describes the stranger/foreigner/migrant as someone who “is 

near and far at the same time as in any relationship based on merely universal human 

similarities. Between these two factors of nearness and distance, however, a peculiar 

tension arises.” With a weakening of this primary layer of belonging, is a 

bicultural/transcultural or third culture kid’s self-experience or identity more 

vulnerable as they move countries and cultures? How do they choose which cultural 

reality to ascribe to? Their country of birth or the country they moved or migrated to? 

And for the biculturally mixed, which parents’ values do they align with? Or do they 

blend their own and belong to neither? Do they lose themselves in all the choice? 

 

My belief is that bicultural, transcultural and/or third culture kids do have a self-

concept (personal identity/self-experience) that is more vulnerable given these factors. 

And what it is more vulnerable is the development of the emotions of shame and fear. 

While I acknowledge that there are various experiences and pathways that cause 

shame and fear to become associated with one’s self experience, I would like in this 

paper to focus on its development through the cultural experience of “distance”.  

                                                 
3 Transcultural is defined as the phenomenon of merging and converging cultures (Wikipedia) 
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Self-experience is an Emotion Focused Therapy term used to describe a person’s 

relationship with themselves – their feelings and thoughts about themselves. It can 

also be termed as a person’s interior feelings and thoughts, the “I” of a person and the 

“am” of a person (Webster, 2009). My belief is that third culture kids’ core 

experiences of marginality makes them susceptible to interior thoughts such as “I am 

different”, which, in the absence of direct and consistent validation, can be 

extrapolated to interior thoughts of “I am not good enough”, “I am not worthy” or “I 

am bad”.  

 

Individuals with a mono-cultural background are more likely to have their being and 

experience in the world consistently mirrored back to them. They mostly look alike 

and think alike to others in their culture. Third culture kids, on the other hand, 

experience a sense of feeling different if (1) others expect them to be different based 

on their foreign appearance even though they may have completely adopted or 

adapted to the host culture or (2) others assume they are like their parents because of 

the similarity in appearance (Pollock & Van Reken, 2001). In other words, they look 

different but think alike. Here I recall long conversations with a close friend who was 

born in England, who looked English with her blonde hair and blue eyes, but who had 

lived in Malaysia since she was two and spoke fluent Malay. As a teenager she used 

to describe her insides as Malaysian and felt angry and exasperated that nobody could 

see those local Malaysian insides, that people would only relate to her as a foreigner. 

 

Conversely here, the concept of the “hidden immigrant” (Pollock & Van Reken, 

2001) can account for an alternative feeling of being misunderstood through a 

discrepancy existing between the appearance of belonging through an outward 

conformity in looks while internally having thoughts and values dissonant from the 

dominant culture (look alike, think different). Returning to the example of my close 

friend, when she returned to England as a teenager, she describes this very 

discrepancy of appearing to belong while not experiencing the full felt sense in having 

had to compartmentalise and put aside a defining cultural experience and aspect of 

herself.  
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It is the meaning that gets attached to the interior thought and experience of “I am 

different” that needs to be directly acknowledged and addressed with a third culture 

kid. It is understandable that parents may naturally focus on the positives, the strength 

of diversity “you’ve got the best of both worlds…” without inquiring into, 

acknowledging and validating the experience of being different. In Emotion Focused 

Therapy terms this can contribute to an experience of abandonment: one experiences 

rejection by parent/s through their refusal to recognise the child’s full experience 

(Webster, 2009). In childhood, this experience of not being seen or acknowledged can 

often lead to the child wondering what is wrong with them, and they can blame 

themselves for not being good enough (Webster, 2009). This idea is captured in 

Rebecca Walker’s autobiography Black, White and Jewish: Autobiography of a 

Shifting Self where she reflects, “I wear a mask of belonging because this is what I am 

supposed to do, because belonging is my birthright. But behind this mask lurks a far 

more mutilating truth: I am not fit, there is something wrong with me. I am not 

correct.” (Walker, 2001, p. 188) 

 

Alternatively, thoughts of “I am different” can be more directly extrapolated to “I am 

not good enough” or “I am bad”, where a child is subject to an experience of 

annihilation; that is a rejection through being attacked. As an example, I recall a Sri 

Lankan colleague who remembered being teased as a teenager for adopting Western 

values and called “a coconut” in the playground to symbolise her being brown on the 

outside and white on the inside. Individuals who experience annihilation in their 

interactions with their parents or in this instance with their peers are likely to fight 

back and blame others, while still insidiously and covertly criticising and blaming 

themselves (Webster, 2009). 

 

Shame is considered to be the emotion that protects social standing and connectedness 

and that promotes belonging and conformity to group standards (Greenberg & Paivio, 

1997). Thus, in cultures where values around group conformity are more central, 

individuals who have the experience of “I am different” are also more likely to extend 

it to “I am not good enough”, “I am not worthy” or “I am bad”. This has been 

highlighted in the research findings where Japanese, who have strong values around 

group conformity, (Brislin, 2000; cited in Fail, Thompson & Walker 2004; Momo 

Kano Podolsky, 2008; cited in Pollock & Van Reken, 2001) viewed their overseas 
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returnees (termed kikokushijo) more negatively because of their perceived differences. 

This is in stark contrast to Americans who place value on the individual and were 

found to positively value the strengths of a third culture kid (Pollock and Van Reken, 

1999; cited in Fail, Thompson & Walker, 2004). 

 

It would make sense then that in feeling misunderstood in these ways, a sense of 

withdrawal and isolation may develop. Retzinger (1998; cited in Webster, 2003) 

suggests that code words for shame and its context include separation and isolation or 

feelings of not belonging such as alienated, alone, deserted, detached, distant, 

disconnected, divorced, dumped, estranged, ostracised, rebuffed, rejected, split and 

withdrawn.   

 

It has been found that the shadow side of international mobility includes this sense of 

isolation, a loss of friends and status, fear of rejection, lack of identity and role 

definition (Westwood, Lawrence & Paul, 1986; Oberg cited in Pyvis & Chapman, 

2005). Feelings of shame about one’s interior self is likely then to be connected to a 

vulnerability to feeling a fear of being rejected. That is, in looking different and 

thinking differently from one’s parents and individuals in one’s country of residence 

(country of birth or host country), a sensitivity to fitting in may develop and a fear of 

rejection. Walker (2001) captures this searingly in her account: “There is a mask I 

wear, a mask of unfazable calm. With it firmly in place, my features express serene 

indifference. My cheeks, eyes, lips, all are placid, welcoming, nonthreatening. I 

convince myself that I am at ease, that I do not live as though expecting the gate to be 

slammed shut at any moment” (p. 186–187). 

 

In my previous work as an international student counsellor at a tertiary academic 

institution, I had observed and discussed this fear with newly arrived international 

students. This fear of rejection usually manifests itself through the formation of 

groups of students who come from the same country of origin. Students who come 

from countries with an extended family culture (e.g. China) have spoken about their 

disappointment upon being at the University and finding that the Australian students 

(host students) were not welcoming or inclusive. It is their belief, coming from an 

extended family culture, that it is a host’s responsibility to look after visitors. 

Following the shock of this not being the case and fears around not being welcome 
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and being rejected, they reverted to the safety of befriending students from their 

country of origin.  

 

In discussing this expectation with host students from Australia who come from a 

culture that values independence and self reliance, it is evident that their beliefs are 

that it is the newly arrived international students’ responsibility to initiate contact. 

Further, they have expressed resentment in their forming sub groups from their 

country of origin as this has been interpreted as a rejection of their host culture. 

 

This raises the question of whether it is mutual belonging that we fear, as it opens us 

to the vulnerability of acceptance/rejection. That is, in being or feeling different we 

avoid “the experiences of public failure, or being the recipient of others scorn, 

contempt or disgust” (Greenberg and Paivio, 1997; p. 229) through fearing rejection 

or being shamed.  

 

These would appear to be likely risks for a third culture kid. The absence of a solid 

social identity would render him/her more vulnerable to feelings of shame about the 

self and in that I would suggest that there is a greater vulnerability to the formation of 

a false self, as it is one largely influenced by cultural expectations. In Emotion 

Focused Therapy terms the false self is referred to as the responding child aspect – 

“the child that responds to the parent in the face of what is occurring … the 

abandoned client has a responding child that is more of a compliant type, working 

hard to please and placate, to do and be in such a way to be noticed and loved” 

(Webster, 2009, p. 184). 

 

Pollock and Van Reken (2001) characterised such an identity as chameleon-like, 

where the third culture kid aims to be the same as those around them: “They hide their 

time lived in other places and try to conform externally through clothes, language, or 

attitudes to whatever environment they lived in” (p. 57). Alternatively, another hiding 

response characterised by Pollock and Van Reken was finding a non-identity, or 

becoming a wallflower: “Rather than being exposed as someone who doesn’t know 

the cultural rules, they prefer to sit on the sidelines and watch, at least for an extended 

period rather than engage in the activities at hand” (ibid). Third, a more defiant 

response can also be common where they define themselves as being “different 
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from”. This category has been referred to as the “screamers”: “They will let other 

people around them know that they are not like them and don’t plan to be”. 

 

From an Emotion Focused Therapy perspective, one could postulate that this more 

reactive response may be characteristic of someone who has experienced annihilation 

in their background as “individuals who have experienced annihilation in their 

interactions with others are likely to both blame others when things are not going well 

and covertly blame themselves” (Webster, 2009, p. 28). The chameleon or wallflower 

on the other hand, may be more characteristic of an individual who has experienced 

abandonment in their childhood. 

 

I believe that an added developmental risk for third culture kids in constructing their 

personal identity or their interior view of themselves, apart from an abandoning or 

annihilating parental response, is one of conflicting validation. This occurs where 

validation from parents, teachers, society and peers is conflicting and dissonant due to 

the child’s crosscultural situation (Weinreich, 1983; cited in Fail, Thompson & 

Walker, 2004). An example of this is my Sri Lankan colleague who, as a teenager, 

had to create two distinct versions of her responding child – one for home who met 

the cultural values of her parents and one for school who met the cultural values of 

her playground. Or, as in author Ruth Ozeki’s somewhat autobiographical depiction, 

“We called ourselves ‘half’ (in Japanese, ha-fu), and thusly described, I must have felt 

somewhat diminished, divided, and estranged from myself. I clearly recall feeling as 

though one half of me was always studying the other, which I suppose it was.” 

(Ozeki, cited in Prasad, 2006, p. 45) 

 

So, is this where the shift occurs from being “field dependent” where we turn to our 

family, extended family and community for validation, to being “field independent” 

where we choose to validate ourselves (Ivey, 2006)? Further, in the struggle to define 

one’s identity is this where we move away from defining ourselves based on who we 

are in the world to what we do in the world (Woodman, 1982)? That is have we 

redirected our sense of belonging to our work and to physical man-created objects 

(Randall, 2009)? 
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At one level, what is sought is social definition and/or acceptance, but on another 

level, by its very nature the false self prevents authenticity in relationship and true 

intimacy. This raises the question of whether one’s position of cultural neutrality 

extends to a marginal or fringe way of being in relationship? This notion could 

notionally be supported by Erikson’s (1959) stages on psychosocial development as 

the stage of identity development (versus role confusion) precedes the stage of 

intimacy development (versus isolation).  

 

Third culture kids have been described as having trouble developing intimate 

relationships but research has linked the emotional distance to unresolved grief where 

they seek to lessen the pain of future separation using emotional distance (Carlson, 

1997). Pollock & Van Reken (1986; cited in Pollock & Van Reken, 2001) found this 

grief to be linked to a third culture kid’s loss of their world, their status, their lifestyle, 

their possessions, their relationships, their role models and their system identity and 

the lack of time to process these losses, given immersion in the next, new culture. 

These losses are often hidden, as they are veiled by the anticipation and preparation 

for the next destination4. Unresolved grief is seen to develop in the absence of healthy 

closures which include elements of affirmation and farewells, as well as incorporating 

a sense of continuity through plans for reconciliation and looking forward to the next 

destination (Pollock & Van Reken, 2001).  

 

 

                                                 
4 A poem that captures the feelings of loss as experienced by a third culture kid 

There was no funeral 

No flowers 

No ceremony 

No one had died 

No weeping or wailing 

Just in my heart. 

I can’t….. 

But I did anyway, 

And nobody knew I couldn’t. 

I don’t want to… 

But nobody else said they didn’t. 

So I put down my panic 

And picked up my luggage 

And got on the plane. 

There was no funeral.     

“Mock Funeral” by Alex Graham James (cited in Pollock & Van Reken, 2001; p. 159) 
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But to start to belong, how do we do this? 

 

It has been suggested that most third culture kids found belonging in relationships 

rather than a geographical location, and relate best to others like themselves (Fail, 

Thompson & Walker, 2004; Pollock & Van Reken, 2001). This would imply that 

belonging is found in a sense of shared experience, in a sameness to counteract their 

feelings of different-ness or separate-ness. In working with a third culture kid or 

global nomad, it may be useful for a counsellor/therapist to hold conscious the third 

culture kid’s inclination to frame people (including the counsellor/therapist) and their 

world view according to how they are different (externally and/or internally) and for 

the counsellor to hold the goal of re-orienting the client so that they can view shared 

similarities in the human experience and common wants and needs.  

 

I would suggest that Emotion Focused Therapy is a therapy with a foundation built on 

integration and sameness and in that has an edge on such a re-orientation. First, 

emotion is widely accepted as a universal human experience and it is through a 

client’s naming/identifying, expressing and experiencing of feelings that a connection 

to their emotional experience is facilitated and developed, as well as to their wants 

and needs. In that connectedness to their full experience, the empathic response 

provided by the therapist then begins to act as a bridge which acknowledges the 

shared human experience. “One of the aims of Emotionally Focused approach to 

therapy is to give priority to and concentrate on the expression of feelings and an 

understanding of those feelings. This is not from an objective stance but from an 

emotional empathic position where the therapist experiences deeply what the client is 

experiencing, and shares what is happening with them while being openly available to 

the client” (Webster, 2009, p. 9). Here a therapist can normalise feelings through a 

bridge of empathy “I feel for that part in you…” or through the bridge of a shared 

human experience “I have that sense of <feeling> in myself when…”. 

 

I believe that it is through this emotional connectedness that we begin to find the roots 

to belonging. Belonging has a critical element of reciprocity to it – whether we are 

giving or taking from the land or giving and taking from each other (Randall, 2009), 

we need to be in close relationship to experience it. “I could feel his sadness. And in 

that moment, I guess because of his vulnerability, I saw our sameness. Two hearts 
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joined over a chasm of cultural beliefs, thousands of years old. Indeed there was no 

‘other’ – we belonged to each other, as two members of the human family. We needed 

no same last name, no same skin, no shared belief; we only needed to fall into what 

was already so ... It shattered a concept, a story I had been told – that all of us have 

been told – that we are separate” (Wendorf, 2009, p. 229). 

 

As I delve more deeply into the longing to belong, I have meandered with a friend 

into some word play and have started to muse that maybe what we long for is to be – 

to be our innate selves or, in Emotion Focused Therapy terms, our free selves, and to 

have our experiences. 

 

I would posit that Emotion Focused Therapy is a therapy that has an edge on this 

“being” orientation through facilitating our being-ness in the world through 

encouraging a focus and facilitating the expression of different feeling aspects to our 

experience. For a third culture kid this therapy would be beneficial in facilitating the 

expression of feelings of unresolved grief: “Transition must in many ways be 

recognised as a grieving process, often problematic if left unresolved” (Wyse 2000; 

cited in Hervey). This could be done through cushion work5 where a client gets (1) a 

cushion to represent the part of themselves that is excited about the adventure of 

travelling to a new destination and the anticipation of a new life and (2) a cushion to 

represent another part of themselves that may be feeling the many losses associated 

with leaving. This would allow a third culture kid the room to acknowledge the 

vulnerable side of global mobility and allow for the expression and validation of the 

shadow side of the experience. 

 

Furthermore, cushion work could be used to represent the different inner aspects of 

themselves including the part/s of themselves that try to belong (responding child 

aspect/s). It would be useful at this juncture for a therapist to get to know these 

different parts of a third culture kid and inquire about them – “tell me about the 

Singaporean part of you”, “when did she come into your life?”, “tell me about the 

Australian part of you”, “when did she come into your life?”, “tell me how these two 

                                                 
5 The cushion technique used in Emotion Focused Therapy is a variation on the multiple chair 

technique used in Gestalt therapy to “enhance expression of feeling or represent other people/situations 

or represent inner aspects of self” (Webster, 2001; p. 172).  
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parts differ from each other”, “are they the same size – what makes them the size that 

they are?”, “how do other people see these parts in you?”, “do Australian people only 

get shown the Australian side and Singaporean people the Singaporean side?”, “who 

sees both cultural parts in you?” and a little further along “do you think they could be 

friends?” and “what do they have in common?”.  

 

Here, we would be exploring the origins of the responding child or false self and 

connected fears of being rejected or feelings of shame at being different. Through this 

exploration and expression, clients can receive a mirroring and a validation of their 

experience from the therapist. I believe such mirroring is elemental as “if there’s no 

verification of the child’s reality, the child can feel disoriented. Lack of verification 

creates the feeling of non-being” (Shorts, 1990, p. 203). Further, the experience and 

meaning of “I am different” can be processed with its values and challenges 

simultaneously acknowledged. In that way, any connected interior feelings of shame, 

fear of rejection and emergent false self (responding child) can be contextualised and 

the complexity of experience validated so that an authentic experience of self can be 

re-integrated into their being. 

  

Once this aspect of a client’s self-experience is addressed, it is anticipated that their 

authentic primary6 experience and wounded child7 will emerge. From my experience 

working with third culture kids, this primary experience is largely one of sadness and 

the loss not only for a people or a place but for simplicity in life. The grief and 

anger/resentment often relates to the experience that from a young age third culture 

kids are handed multiple sets of ways of thinking and doing and either given (1) no 

guidance in evaluating and choosing what is best for them (abandoned experience) or 

(2) criticised or blamed if they are believed to have evaluated and chosen wrongly 

(annihilated experience). I believe this very act of having to evaluate and choose ways 

of thinking and doing, without mirroring and gentle guidance, introduces premature 

complexity into a child’s life and interferes with their need to be and experience self-

worth and lovability. For a third culture kid from an annihilated background this 

                                                 
6 An individual’s exterior primary experience/response is their biological or attachment basis of 

responding to a person or situation (Webster, 2001a).  
7 The wounded child is the aspect of the child that holds the pain, the hurt, and the anger about what 

happened (Webster, 2009; p. 126). 
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complexity extends to them having to defend their choices in the face of being blamed 

or attacked. 

 

This final stage of expression and healing, through the vehicle of Emotion Focused 

Therapy, then is to help the third culture kid dodge duality and “heal the splitting 

process that occurs in early childhood from the wounding, and to help a client own 

their inner child8, and ultimately discover, experience and express their true self” 

(Webster, 2009, p. 195). 
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